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	Submission Date: 02/11/2021
	Clearance Requirements: Top Secret
	Travel Required: Yes
	Position Title: Interagency Coordination Officer
	Work Location: Washington, DC
	Employment Type: Full-time
	Job Description: DUTIEPOSITION DUTIES:1. Serve as a counselor to the GEC’s Coordinator across the full range of communications-related issues falling within the responsibilities of the GEC, as mandated by E.O. 13721 and the NDAA.2. Liaise with Field-grade and Senior officials of the Department of Defense (DoD) and with persons of equivalent grade in the IC with respect to GEC priorities and lines of funding, in accordance with paragraph 1287(e) of the NDAA, and with other authorities and appropriations, as relevant.3. Advise with a knowledge of the Department of State and the interagency to develop and implement solutions to challenges arising from the inherent nature of the GEC’s unique responsibilities under both its CT and its countering state-sponsored disinformation (CSD) missions.4. Advise on the implementation of new theories and approaches to applying programmatic resources in support of policy goals and objectives in both the CT and CSD missions.5. Liaise with IC components involved in aspects of messaging relevant to the GEC in order to ensure synchronization, coordination and cognizance of broader foreign policy.6. Engage with bureaus and offices across the breadth of the Department of State in order to harness their specific expertise against GEC requirements, particularly emerging and novel requirements for which precedent and policy may not be established.7. Advise that all appropriate Department of State entities are apprised of relevant aspects of the GEC’s CT and CSD missions and that their input and expertise are factored in to strategic and operational concepts.8. Advise that resources are applied economically, strategically and through the best available mechanisms in order to accomplish desired outcomes.9. Draft and review memoranda and presentations for very high levels of the Executive Branch and for appropriate personnel of the Legislative Branch (Congressional Notifications, primarily).10. Attend high-level meetings for which compartmented access is required on with the Coordinator, in the Coordinator’s absence, or as delegated by the Coordinator.11. Advise on dispute resolutions and misunderstandings that may arise among various organizations and components involved in this complex interagency and transnational undertaking.12. Prepare and review strategy documents concerning the detail of GEC personnel to other departments and agencies and the detail from such organizations of their personnel to the GEC.13. Travel within the United States and abroad, as may be required to fulfill these requirements.14. Provide guidance and mentoring to GEC staff.15. Assist and advise the Chief of Network Engagement to recommend necessary enhancements or changes to better enable the Center to achieve operational success, and how best to engage partners.16. Leverage multiple information conduits to achieve optimal integration of information related capabilities as appropriate for the Center’s portfolios while enhancing both daily operations of the center as well as multi-actor campaign support for Center portfolios.17. Contributes to the development of strategic plans for enhancing whole of government CVE coordination efforts, including Global Combatant Commands efforts and capabilities to counter the extremist narrative, disrupt radicalization efforts among foreign societies, and proactively push the positive attributes of the American narrative.18. The contractor collaborates with planners and subject matter experts from other appropriate organizations (Global Combatant Commands) in gathering and analyzing fact and data.19. Formulates conclusions and recommendation for action and20. Incorporates findings into reports and oral presentations, as necessary, for various levels of the Center’s management.REQUIRED EXPERIENCE/BACKGROUND 1. Bachelor’s degree in subject matter area, or closely related discipline.2. Analysts must have a minimum of four (4) years’ experience in roles that demonstrated:3. Analytical and critical thinking skills, including superior ability to think strategically.4. Ability to effectively plan, research, develop, and author high-quality, complex analyses, studies, projects, assignments, and briefings on key U.S. foreign policy and national security objectives focused on a specific region or transnational issue for USG consumers and senior policymakers.5. Superior ability to apply knowledge of diplomatic, intelligence, military, and law enforcement organizations in order to provide tailored responses that meet customer needs.6. Knowledge of analytic tradecraft and superior ability to communicate information and judgements to generalists as well as specialists.7. Ability to produce analytic finished reports related to the subject matter issues, either as senior analyst, lead analyst, or a manager of analysts.8. Ability to lead and promote the development and use of a broad range of methodological tools and approaches to research, analyze, and present data.9. Ability to support group decisions and solicit perspectives from coworkers.10. Ability to promote information sharing practices across the USG interagency.11. Ability to execute senior-level guidance in a fast-paced environment and accomplish strategic goals using metrics and other measures of effectiveness to track progress.12. Interpersonal, organizational, problem-solving skills, negotiating, and resolving significant and controversial issues.13. Ability to work effectively both independently and in a team or collaborative environment, and mentor junior colleagues.14. Creative problem-solving skills and initiative in carrying out mission responsibilities.15.  Incumbent must be able to obtain and maintain a Top Secret/SCI clearance.16. Experience planning and coordinating unattributed CVE campaigns and programs where extremist organizations are known to operate or recruit.17. Substantive knowledge of information and messaging programs to provide authoritative advice and guidance with regard to the policy implications of issues and developments in an assigned specialty area.18. Substantive knowledge of Countering Violent Extremism, strategic communications, influence operations, and communications program design to guide and plan campaigns and projects within the purview of the office.19. Experience presenting to domestic and foreign audiences on topics pertaining to Countering Violent Extremism.20. Experience working in and with all of the following: DOS, DOD, the IC, the private sector, NGOs.21. Ability to establish liaisons at all levels throughout the foreign policy and intelligence communities to exchange and coordinate information vital to both spheres of operation.22. Skill in oral and written communication to prepare and present planning efforts, providing guidance, soliciting information, defending proposals, and negotiating agreements.23. Significant experience integrating field data and analysis products to develop strategies and plans to counter extremist organization communication efforts among foreign populations.24. Experience applying academically valid theory to design Measures of Effectiveness platforms for strategic communication programs.25. Experience acting as a SME at partner nation trainings or conferences.26. Experience presenting on counter messaging to partner nation military or diplomatic audiences.27. Experience in training new staff while sustaining own office productivity and taking on new program duties as required.28. Ability to leverage personal relationships with USG decision-makers to improve regional networking.29.  Experience in independently initiating, developing, and implementing public affairs, outreach, education, and community affairs programs.30. Experience developing short- and long-term operational plans as they pertain to Outreach and Strategic Communications, evaluating the effectiveness of programs areas to ensure they fulfill mission goals and responsibilities.31. Mastery of the theories and principles of Information Operations, Operational Planning, USG Coordination activities, Intelligence Analysis, international relations, economics, history, geography, or other related disciplines applied in analyzing and evaluating factors and conditions involved in the administration of U.S. counterterrorism program.MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:An advanced (MS, MA, JD, PhD or equivalent) degree in political science, mass communications, journalism, national security studies, counterterrorism or a closely related field; Significant experience ·working in the U.S. Government’s interagency process, including employment by, or assignments or details to, at least one organization and at least one member of the Intelligence Community (IC) organization outside of the State Department; Five or more years of work in counterterrorism or counter-radicalization (also known as countering violent extremism),in any branch of the U.S. government or in the private sector, including NGOs; Three or more years of experience with counterterrorism communications or with efforts to counter state-sponsored disinformation, or a combination of the two totaling three or more years; At least two years’ experience working in collaboration with an international or multilateral organization of interest orconcern to the GEC, such as NATO (or a NATO mission), the EU, the OSCE or the Global Counterterrorism Forum (GCTF), or, in the alternative, at least two years’ employment by such an international or multilateral organization; Experience and skill at briefing the Legislative Branch; and Outstanding capability to communicate, orally and in writing.


